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Editor's Note
Who are you going to share this poetry journal with? (or should I
say, "With whom will you share this poetry journal?") Maybe a
specific friend comes to mind when you read one of the poems: Do
you think of your hirsute friend when reading Higgins' piece (p1)?
Your scuba-diving friend when reading Wortman's (p14)? Possibly
your archaeologist friend when reading Milbrodt's (p31)?
If so, your friend won't know of your passing thoughts unless you
speak up. Tell them! Of course, some people may misunderstand your
intentions if you send them Williams' (p24) or Dean's (p16), so be
mindful. Maybe the piece itself spoke to you in a meaningful way?
What would you want to say to or ask of the author? If you dig hard
enough, there's a way to contact them. Do it! If all else fails, let us
know and we can pass along your message to the author.
Here's an opportunity to connect one-to-one with a friend. Don't
dilute it. You may assume that at least one person will catch your
message if you share with an entire friends list. It's easy to imagine the
odds when you scatter your "hello" in all directions. Surely someone is
listening?! Right?? But, imagine picking a piece for just the right
person instead; you'll know that he or she will feel the warm fuzziness
of a familiar friendship. Maybe your friend will hate the poem........
Nah... that's not likely.
Just one friend is all you need for this game. Do you fear that your
friend dislikes poetry? Maybe he'll start enjoying it before he realizes
what it is. Do you fear that your friend will find out that you're into
poetry? Maybe you'll find that she is too. Do you fear the process of
socializing? Maybe you should get over it.
One purpose of language is to connect us with other humans.
Poetry—even lilting, lewd, or loony light verse—is one way to enjoy
language. Share it! Connect with a friend.
Mostly Sincerely,
The Haikooligan

Thirteen Ways of Looking at Blackbeard
with apologies to Wallace Stevens

I
Across the placid sea
The only moving ship
Was eyed by Blackbeard.
II
Blackbeard was of three minds,
Like a pursuing hammerhead shark
Which seemed as though three Blackbeards.
III
Blackbeard's beard whirled by sea spray.
It is a small part of the terror.
IV
Blackbeard and his buccaneers
One motherfucking terror.
Blackbeard and his buccaneers
Are a seafarer's fucking demon.
V
Blackbeard does not know which to prefer,
The beauty of eviscerations
Or the beauty of a rapier thrust to the liver.
Blackbeard's steaming blade
Coming clean after.
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VI
Lit fuses sputter from his black tricorn hat
With barbaric gusto.
Visage of Satan's shadow, Blackbeard
Smoldering forward and aft on deck.
Tracing in fearsome shadow
His indecipherable rage.
VII
O trembling men being boarded,
Who could imagine more incited fear?
Do you not see how Blackbeard
Will stroll your blood slick decks
Eying the women trembling behind you?
VIII
The women know ignoble assents
Heed illicit, inescapable cheek.
But all the captives know, too,
That Blackbeard is roused
In bloodlust rhythms.
IX
When Blackbeard's ship was out of sight
Over the horizon's edge
The target ship's crew danced on deck in circles.
X
At the sight of Blackbeard's ship
Flying Teach's skeleton-spearing-a-heart flag
Cries of terrible euphony
Rose up sharply.
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XI
Blackbeard strode across his deck
Three brace of pistols hung in holsters.
Thick beard braided into pigtails
Tied with colored ribbons.
Always, fear pierced a pursued ship,
Equipage unprepared for Blackbeard's speed.
XII
Closing for a starboard broadside.
Blackbeard's Adventure, horror flag flying.
XIII
By late afternoon miscalculating,
His boarding party floundered into defeat.
Blackbeard’s corpse tossed into the sea.
Head suspended from Lt. Maynard's bowsprit.
Proof to collect a never-paid Admiralty reward.
Ed Higgins
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Glinda's Dilemma
Don't think it's easy having all the answers.
It's tough hovering just beyond your reach
in this stupid pink bubble,
barely visible but ever-present,
knowing the short cut,
and knowing it won't matter a damn
unless you find your own way.
Just ask Dorothy.
Do you think she would have been so happy
to get back to those grey Kansas cornfields,
if she hadn't seen through all that technicolor glitz herself?
Yellow brick roads are nice,
but it took a few flying monkeys
for her to really believe
there's no place like home.
I could have told her right off the bat
about those ruby slippers,
but I didn't because my therapist warned me
about codependent behavior,
and said that I have to learn to let people
make there own mistakes.
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Which brings me back to you
and all those lions and tigers and bears
you keep mistaking for lovers.
Imagine how I feel,
watching you going around in circles and
wanting to give you the answer,
hopelessly trying to prove to you that
the wicked witch can't hurt you anymore.
It would be so easy.
All you have to do is
click your heels three times
and say I love you.
And I will be your home.
Gloria Heffernan
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Genesis 6:5-17
The earth's going to drown.
Josie, standing watch on the top step, has no trouble
convincing her brother or her cousin
who, at two, take as gospel almost anything
she says. Even I, their father, am almost ready to believe
given how much rain we've had.
so we build an ark out of the stairs
and nudge as many gorillas, hippos, jaguars as we can up
onto it. As soon as Grammy gets home
with Baby Sadie, we find a spot for them too,
halfway to the second floor
between reluctant giraffes and ridiculously long snakes.
Maggie's already started to cry—Tyler's grown bored
with being her favorite cousin and moved two steps up
and the world might actually be ending,
it's raining that hard. When Sadie hears her sister
sobbing, she sobs too,
though maybe less because the earth's flooding
and more because her diaper's damp.
Then the world goes dark. At first, I think it's Josie's doing
on lookout on the top stair—close
to the light switch—but then I see she's shivering too
as if the story she'd made up has come to pass.
Once you unleash thunder and lightning,
it's hard to call them back—
stuffed ocelots, kookaburra birds, and panda bears
not enough to persuade a tsunami
to change its destiny. It's your fault!
Maggie accuses her cousin, and I don't know how
to comfort Josie, too many jungle cats between us.
Grammy's got her hands full
changing Sadie—no small task
wedged as she is between rhinoceros
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and rabbit family—and just when the world seems bleakest,
the lights come back on, and Tyler laughs
as if never scared, and Maggie lets go
of her death grip on Squeaky Bear,
and I make a joke about our grand adventure
while Baby Sadie coos
because there's nothing like having a dry bottom
and, in fact, the rain's stopped
and the sun's pushed through a crowd
of cumulus. Look, Grammy says, a rainbow.
One more day saved from disaster.
Chris Bursk
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Lot
with apologies to Moses

He left her there, a pillar of salt
To the mountains he did flee
With two virgin daughters scrambling behind
As God said it should be.
T'was a cave in the hills they did find
A place where they could stay
Lot left the girls to tidy up
While he went out to pray.
"Poor Daddy," one gal said to the other
"This really is quite a plight,
Our mother's a statue of salt back there
With whom can Dad spend the night?"
"I think it's my call to do the Lord's work
It's my right, I'm older than you.
When he drinks this wine he'll lie with me
You can have him when I get through."
An orgy raged on the mountain that night
Each gal played her part to the letter.
In drunken splendor Lot climaxed it all
"Wife, you get better and better."
Then the Lord looked down and said to Lot
"Look, these daughters you've defiled,
You're righteous and you're clever too
Through each will come a child."
This story is one not told in church
In the Bible you'll need to look,
Revelation, scripture, from the pen of God,
It's the world's first dirty book.
Dianne Hardy
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The Savior Which Comes in All Flavors
do they have a gatorade for the apocalypse?
do they have a gatorade for global warming?
do they have a gatorade for the upcoming
hurricane season? do they have a gatorade
for if you feel cheated and taken advantage
of by a manipulative father figure? do they have
a gatorade for a dysfunctional family unit you've
been trying to escape from for so damn long?
do they have a gatorade for every long-lost
girlfriend and best friend who has done you
wrong and don't know what you did to deserve
it trying to get closure? do they have a gatorade
for a broken heart and empty soul? do they have
a gatorade for one of those soulless devil telemarketers
who won't stop calling you during dinner on the phone?
do they have a gatorade for a crime of passion after
you're just done stabbing your girlfriend? do they have
a gatorade for psychotic hallucinations a who's who in
who done it? do they have a gatorade to try and dredge
up good and sentimental memories? do they have a
gatorade to try and help you forget it all like that
holy river which runs through the slums of india?
do they have a gatorade for all those horrible
gatorade commercials which rattle and fuck-up
your senses and equilibrium when you least
expect it and are like triggers to your posttraumatic stress disorder storming right out
the television against your own will and volition?
Joseph Reich
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The Fortune Cookie Writer
When Confucius died,
the discount fortune company
hired his young counterpart,
Confusion.
On time Monday morning,
Confusion came to the office
and sat at his cubicle.
He set out his calligraphy set
and rice paper strips, but Confusion,
not a fan of Chinese food,
could not think of short phrases.
He tried to Google, but got
stuck on Facebook.
On Tuesday, Confusion left the desktop off,
to write. But because
he was more of an illustrator,
he drew pictures the fortune company
did not like.
On Wednesday, Confusion came to work
with two lists.
He figured, if he chose a common phrase
from one and a common phrase from
the other—and mashed them together—he'd
have a worthy fortune.
So Confusion began,
"You will step on the soil—
Like many butterflies."
"You display the wonderful trait of—
Inkjet speed."
"You will always have good luck in you—
Personal plumbing affairs."
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Because Confusion always envisioned himself
an illustrator,
he had not bothered to study
English. And he was too
proud of his foolproof method
to consult the company editor.
He believed his fortunes were profound
because,
"Being an able man—
There are always."
Confusion's cookies were distributed to
buffets across the country.
Most complained, but the youth,
high on their new non-conformist
social power, kept the cookies coming,
and Confusion as writer.
After all,
"Beauty is various—
Apples appeal to them."
They made enough sense, they said,
and just less than too much.
So, Confusion turned the
desktop on and
threaded another fortune into its
cookie. He believed,
"You are soon going to change your present line of life—
To work."
For he had just arrived.
His lists were long and interchangeable,
and his inkwell was full.
Alyssa Nedbal
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For Johnny Rotten
yeah... i totally agree the paparazzi
are pretty sleazy catching a glimpse
of the future queen of england after her
nude sunbathing showing off her titties
on the beach where wealthy english
aristocracy always like to go since
the turn of the century, her blazing
bare white bottom on a launch pad
in australia (although who asked
her not to wear any panties?) all we
got left now is a bit of royal bush to
complete the picture, but i tell you
and ain't sure if it's just me yet find
myself so much more connected
to her and the royal family than
i suppose when the sex pistols
were forced to sing that love
ballad "god save the queen
she ain't no human being..."
Joseph Reich
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Rise and Fall: To a Young Cake
with apologies to Gerard Manley Hopkins

Betty, have you folded
down upon yourself unmolded?
So high arose, as human airs bid you,
with your clotted sweetened cares, did you?
Alas! As buoyant bubbles bore
you up o'er high, unhinged your core,
the oven timer prattled through
your falling sighs, gave rise,
if you had listened, to
unwanted wheatmeal wise.
Such diaphanous ascensions 'guise
disastrous declensions. Like the blown rose,
like deflowered flour, now ripen all your woes:
though you wish that you had cak'd more
'tis but the gullet you were baked for.
John Martin
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Breasts: A Couplet
Breasts in a young granddaughter
just now starting to girl up her mother reports.
I don't mention that on our side of the family, the girls
start to grandma down in our twenties—
genetics predisposed to early-onset gravity.
Instead, I remember three best friends from fifth grade
who met at the corner grocery store after school
to eat up the candy of adolescence.
Taken over by our bodies' and our parents' commands,
the three of us formed a kind of paramilitary unit.
We stood in line, comparing equipment
and then made up rules and names.
Leslie, for obvious reasons,
called hers Flopsy and Mopsy.
Irene, with a perfectly matched set,
settled on Salt and Pepper.
Two cup sizes younger and just starting to sprout,
I picked Rosebud and Petunia Bud.
Whenever any one of the three of us announced, Roll Call,
no matter where we stood—classroom, berry patch,
crossing the street, in the aisles of Boots Grocery—
we had to hoist our gear and present loud and clear.
Not that subterfuge wasn't allowed.
We could cross our arms or not.
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Lift with the open palm
or the back of the hand,
but no fair whispering so someone standing
six feet away couldn't hear.
And like all roll calls, we had to take turns,
no announcing all at once.
FLOPSY
MOPSY
SALT
PEPPER
PETUNIA BUD
ROSEBUD
1955, 1956, 1957, we played our game,
with 1958 ending the parade.
By ninth grade, it was clear there were
just two classes of girls:
The As to Bs and the Cs to Ds.
Among the latter, we could see we were facing
a lifetime of confinement in that
old French prison, the brassière.
Sharon Wood Wortman
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False Advertising
Girls and boys are full of tricks to keep each other guessing.
Boys use words to convince girls that they should start undressing.
But girls are armed with squishy bits they decorate like cakes,
with lace and padded patterns; stripes or flowers, or snowflakes.
Wrapped like pretty presents, girls present themselves with style;
at the tightness of their t-shirts boys begin to drool and smile.
Remove her shirt, unclasp her bra, and boys, you'll likely find
much smaller breasts than you believed—but still, you shouldn't mind.
Kelsey Dean

Boys and Girls
with apologies to Robert Southey

What are little boys made of?
What are little boys made of?
Hoodies and high-tops
and games on the X-box.
That's what little boys are made of.
What are little girls made of?
What are little girls made of?
Make-up and magazines
Number Ones and dance routines.
That's what little girls are made of.
Sian Williams-Fowler

with apologies to Ezra Pound

The objectification of these women in the crowd—
petals on a wet, pink bow-chicka-wow-woooow
Simon Mermelstein
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The Peaceful Warrior
His fight
isn't, quite.
James B. Nicola

assault
in aisle five
bruised oranges
James D. Fuson

Alas, Poor Potato
Cosy and snug under the soil,
then ripped up to be chopped up, chipped up or boiled.
Bake in his jacket, or peel off his flesh,
beat to a pulp and make in to mash.
Chunky chips or skinny fries,
don't forget to gouge out those eyes!
Maybe, viciously toss in to hot oil and fry.
Did you ever meet a vegetable with so many ways to die?
Sian Williams-Fowler

All the Pretty Little Peaches
These October peaches
ain't no good to eat:
They go from hard
to rotten
without a peek
at sweet.
Lee Warner Brooks
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Keats Becoming Yeats
If you were dark, I'd praise your darknesses;
if you were easy, I would praise your ease,
but you are palely loitering—lilies, yes,
upon your brow—and breast—this sans merci's
for you—I can provide no easy answers—
can't foretell the future—how am I
to tell you Yes—or how to No the dancers
from the dance, or separate the lie
from what it lies in, or disguise from what
it dies in? Here, where no birds sing, and sedge
has withered by the lake and where the gut
unsettles once we pass the paling's edge—
I dream of your Ledaean body, dear,
as I put on my feathered glory here.
Lee Warner Brooks
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Doctor's Orders
Dr. Williams made poems, and he delivered babies.
The poems are short because he wrote them
in the breaks between the babies. The babies
by now have had their own babies,
who have had their own babies.
They all go around eating plums and talking American.
American is a very poetic language.
Dr. Williams wrote it as he heard it
on his prescription pads, where there was no room
for adjectives or fancy Latinate words.
He said that men die every day from the lack
of what is found in poetry. Which is why he made so many
house calls. Dr. Williams checked all his babies
with a metrical stethoscope. Their heartbeats were syncopated
like jazz, they never beat in iambic pentameter.
When the babies grew up, all day long they riffed in free verse.
When Dr. Williams grew old,
he stopped writing on prescription pads,
used yellow legal pads instead. His lines grew longer,
more rambling. He started sounding like Allen Ginsberg.
Allen Ginsberg was Dr. William's hipster baby.
He howled when Dr. Williams smacked him on the fanny.
Allen Ginsberg was gay, but he had a straight baby.
His baby was called Bob Dylan.
Bob Dylan's real name was Zimmerman.
He called himself Dylan after Dylan Thomas.
Dylan Thomas wrote in Irish, not American.
His lines were flowery, and frequently difficult to understand.
Nobody could figure out Bob Dylan either.
That is what made him so soulful and poetic.
Everyone can understand Dr. Williams. His plums are sweet,
his wheelbarrows are red and glazed with rain.
His babies fill every nook and cranny of America.
Richard Schiffman
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The Height of the Delicious
with apologies to Oliver Wendell Holmes

I cooked some dishes once on a time,
In a wondrous hungry mood,
And thought, as usual, guests would say
My dear, these are so good.
Courses rich and courses smooth
I nibbled as I stirred all,
Albeit I'm a slender gal
And never wear a girdle.
I called my husband and he came;
How kind of him to do so
Our contract doesn't specify,
He's Friday to my Crusoe.
"These to the freezer," I called out,
And in my humorous way
I added (he just loves my puns)
"There'll be Jack Frost to pay."
He took the tray and I watched.
Oh, this is far too riche!
Pushing aside the wrap, he sneaked
A fingerful of quiche.
He smiled, then finished: on to ragout
Herbs and wines and meats
That downed, he loosed his belt again
And attacked the next of treats.
With baked Alaska gone, then mousse,
I heard a sudden split.
"Is it waistband of arteries, darling,"
I cried As he tumbled in a fit.
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Ten days and nights, with sleepless eye
I nursed that dyspeptic man
And since, I've never dared to cook
As delicious as I can.
Estelle Gilson

To the Sale Lovers to Kick it into High Gear
with apologies to Robert Herrick

Gather ye bargains while ye may,
The big-sale days are flying.
If we don't dash to town today,
tomorrow we'll be crying.
Before the rising of the sun,
the battle will be raging.
Come on! Let's break into a run,
our own war to be waging.
The time is now. When that first door
flies open, we'll be leading.
We'll wildly race from store to store,
withstanding all stampeding.
Let's grab our credit cards and cash
and let them work their magic.
Such chances vanish in a flash.
Now wouldn't that be tragic?
Janice Canerdy
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These Listerine Cities
with apologies to John Ashbery

These Listerine cities grew out of antiseptic swishing
Into something frothful, although angry with hygiene.
They are the product of an idea: that man is stinky, for instance,
Though this is only one example.
They emerged until a clear blue bottle
Controlled the faux-marble countertop, and with artifice dipped back
Into the glass for pimples and feigning poses,
Burning the tongue, until all that hate of germs was transformed into
useless freshness.
Then you are left with an idea of your breath
And the feeling of ascending alcohols of the early-morning or late-night
rinsing
Which must be charged to the embarrassment of the others in the
mirror
Who fly by you like so many Chiclets or Tic Tacs.
The robot toothbrush of German design is a sentinel.
Much of your brushing has been occupied by staring past the mad
animal mouth to voided eyes
Until now, but we have all-inclusive dental plans for you.
We had thought, for instance, of sending your teeth to space,
To an exotic and violent whitening treatment, the closeness of the
others like stale air
To you, pressing you back into a startled dream of lovers' morning
breath
As white waxed floss greets a child's baby teeth.
But the past is already here, and you are nursing some private plan for
your pearly whites.
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The worst is not over, yet I know
You will have the breath of angels here. Because of the logic
Of your mouth, which is something no routine of antiseptic gargling
can outclean.
Tender and insouciant, your mucous membranes—you see
You have built a mountain of oral ablution,
Thoughtfully pouring all your energy into this single cool burst,
Whose peppermint wind is desire scratching the gums,
Whose disappointment broke into a panoply of teeth.
Jesseca Cornelson
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There Was a Barren Baroness
There was a barren baroness
The baron was upset
He did his duty regular
But he could not beget
In came a special specialist
Credentialed and respected
Prescribed this suggested that
But nothing was corrected
Years passed of childish childlessness
Oo!—they wanted to conceive!
Each grew to hate the other
Until one Christmas Eve
Beside a fireless fireplace
They scowled for lack of options
Twin Stars of the East above their heads
They both exclaimed: "Adoption!"
Then came the pregnant pregnancy
Of the gardener's unwed daughter
The papers filed she had the child
But what came easy would get harder...
Now passed a decade's decadence:
She petted and he spoiled
The child became a tyrant
At which they both recoiled
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In came a psyched psychologist
Fresh with a PhD
Quite certain he could help them out—
he gave up in a week
An addled adolescent
The child drinks and dopes and steals
First he's fined then he does some time
Deaf to his folks' appeals
Some solutions are... insoluble
The paradise they'd planned
Was trampled by their Ookum-snookums—
you rarely get what you demand
Now this is lesser than a lesson—
Not fit to call a moral—
But not every couple needs a child:
Try raising something floral
Karl Williams
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There Once was a Poet...
There once was a poet named Dylan
Who acquired some bad habits in Wales-land
He drank eighteen whiskies
Which left him un-frisky
His glass he nae more be a fillin'
Bill writes the best poems on this good earth
Of feelings immortal since his birth
You can buy intimations
Without limitations
If only you'll pay what his words' worth
A fine artist and poet was Blake
Yet at spelling he was such a flake
We might indulge "lyon"
Or "gyraf" or "piethon"
But "tyger"?—That's too much to take
'Round his neck hung a strange lavaliere
The curse of the old marineer
An albatross smelly
Brought quease to the belly
And thirst made the rhyming quite queer
Belinda was prey to a dope
In that poem we remember by Pope
The rape of her hair
Was so clearly unfair
But at least not so bad as a grope
"Speak to me" ordered Ed Poe
To the black bird perched over his door
But obstreperous raven
With motive so craven
Would only repeat "Nevermore"
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Counting blackbirds amused poet Wally
And ice cream and emp'rors seemed jolly
Yet fictions this small
Aren't supreme, not at all
To think so is nothing but folly
He schemed to seduce mistress coy
But she wouldn't succumb to his ploy
She kept teasing Andy
Which left him quite randy
He'll prob'ly look elsewhere for joy
Some say he loved man but not wo-man
To love all around he's no vill-ain
At the end of the day
Who cares gay—aye or nay
For such morés we give not a whit, man
Prufrock was a stallin' said T. S.
Indecision is J. Alfred's dur-ess
Women come and they go
But surely they know
Coffee spoons counting days is such B. S.
For a book and a warm fire I yearn
But the forge of creation I'd spurn
For I know I'd be frowning
To watch Robert Browning
Or stand by while poor Bobbie Burns
Gertie sees pigeons on th' grass, alas
But I can't see them alas, alas
I'd swear there's no there, there
Unless I should dare, dare
Try Alice's brownies with hash, with hash
Richard Drace
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After Reading Too Much Verse One Night, a Young Poet Struggles
to Compose Something Original
I sing the bard eclectic,
quoth the shaven troubadour
on his IBM Selectric.
And what's more, so much
depends upon a dead
white chicken glazed
for whom the dinner-bell tolls.
It tolls for cheese.
Glory be to God
for dapper things:
the little lame saloongal,
the sunflower wary of mime.
Had we but whirled enough
the pedals on our wet, black
bikes, we could have overtaken
the best mice of our generation.
April is the crucial month,
when the center cannot hold
the rain-soaked football.
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Typist, typist, burning bright,
whose words these are
I think I know.
A pomegranate should not
mean, but become the light
around the bodyguard.
To beam or not to beam,
that is a quest to shun.
Should I get harried?
Should I be good-natured?
My name is Ozzy Mantis,
thing of things. I spent
a season in Helsinki.
Into the alley of debt
strode the sex hunters,
muttering over and over:
I have wasted my life-savings.
Cliff Saunders
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Under the Florescent Halo
The patron saint of school secretaries tucks a thermometer behind her
ear,
hangs bottles of Tylenol, tubes of Neosporin, and Band-Aids from her
rosary.
She can discern a parent's hurried scrawl from a child's (sometimes
difficult),
and makes forgotten lunch money appear with a snap of her fingers.
The patron saint of school secretaries comforts the disheartened:
first grader whose dog got hit by a car outside her house,
second grade teacher whose husband left donuts and divorce papers,
sixth grade girl who found the first blood in her underwear.
The patron saint of school secretaries has a good sense of humor
when some kid attacks the third grade teacher with a clicky pencil.
His mother says he needs Ritalin and to be sent back to class:
"You must have some around. It's an elementary school for God's
sake."
The patron saint of school secretaries has a strong stomach,
drags pale children to the bathroom while parents claim
they can't leave work or find a sitter: "Shouldn't kids be exposed
to germs? It builds their immune systems. I saw it on the news."
The patron saint of school secretaries eats peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches, potato chips, chocolate milk, and an oatmeal cookie
every night for dinner, sitting in complete silence. The absence
of sound sweet, a hymn for eardrums, a promise of noise to come.
Teresa Milbrodt
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Octavia
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
has spiderwebs in her hair, gray gossamer bows
like hand-spun lace or antique angel wings.
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
blesses the multi-legged, lights candles for cockroaches,
protects their errant bodies from screams and shoe bottoms.
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
cracker of windows, bringer of the downward-tipped glass,
the scrap of cardboard, releasing her charges to the sky.
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
writes letters to pesticide companies, pleading
for intercession, for understanding, for a truce.
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
teaches centipedes how to pray, folding their hundred
legs, pincers clasping tight to forgiveness.
Octavia, the saint of all things creepy-crawly,
clips fly paper to shreds, a liturgy of snips as moths circle
her head like a halo, buzzing praises on the wind.
Teresa Milbrodt
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Lee Warner Brooks dwells in a lowly hermitage not far from the freighter-fraught
waters along the Michigan shore of Lake St. Clair, where he labors tirelessly to
construct sonnets, psalms, and ballads suitable for reading aloud to mature uppermiddle-brow audiences. By day, he purports to do what all know is impossible, viz.,
to "teach writing."
Chris Bursk, a recovering Cub Scout Den Mother and Church Youth Group
leader, is the author of twelve books, most recently Selected Poems and Unthrifty
Loveliness. Most importantly, he's the grandfather of six.
Janice Canerdy is a retired high-school English teacher from Potts Camp,
Mississippi. Her poems have appeared in various journals and anthologies. She
loves formal verse and especially enjoys parodying the famous poems she once
shoved down the throats of her students while assuring them that studying such
noble works would greatly enrich their lives.
Jesseca Cornelson lives in Montgomery, Alabama, where she is a functional
TheraFlu addict and an assistant professor of English at Alabama State University.
Her major comedic influence is her goofy-ass father, whose own students refer to
him as Mr. Cornynelson. When she grows up, she would like to be a magician for
dogs.
Kelsey Dean is essentially Pippi Longstocking, although her hair is not red. She
tries out different careers by day and writes by night. She also paints. Kelsey is
currently living in Istanbul, where she hopes to become a mermaid in the
Bosporus. You may see some of her work at kelseypaints.tumblr.com
Richard Drace is a lapsed academic living in Grass Valley, California. Waylaid into
a career in architecture, he has retired his drawing pencil and returned to his
literary roots, honoring his favorite poets with these respectful spoofs.
James D. Fuson is from Detroit and has been writing for as long as he can
remember. His first collection of haiku, Twenty Years: Reflections of an Empty Sky, was
published recently by Soft Sculpture Press: www.softsculpture.org
Estelle Gilson is an award winning writer, translator, and poet. Born, raised, and
educated in New York, she is now at finishing school in San Diego. She was
perplexed to read that a reviewer described her just issued poetical satires, Ms.
Juvenal, as a "funny crankfest." Ms. G thinks of them as mirthfully mordacious.
www.estellegilson.com
Dianne Hardy lives with her cat, Aura, in Logan, Utah. She is a retired university
professor who chooses to write, rather than stagnate in front of the television
screen. In her younger days she made raw rebellion. Now she couches it in satire,
which is equally effective. She is the author of For Cryin' Out Loud!, a memoir of her
childhood.
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Gloria Heffernan's poems and articles have appeared in numerous journals.
Favorite publication credit: a four-line poem in The New York Times Metropolitan
Diary. She lives in Syracuse, NY with her husband and teaches part-time at Le
Moyne College. She plans to keep writing until one of her poems is parodied in this
journal.
Ed Higgins' poems and short fiction have appeared in a number of print and online
journals (including Parody, of course). He and his wife live on a small organic farm
in Yamhill, Oregon raising a menagerie of animals including a pair of Bourbon Red
turkeys (King Strut and Nefra-Turkey).
John Martin rose to his full height in the Great Lakes area, cooled and slowly
settled in California, and he's now aging and drying out in the High Desert of
Bend, Oregon. He finds a lot of current poetry ill-advised and inedible but he
keeps looking, hoping to discover a cold plum in someone's refrigerator.
Simon Mermelstein is a serious poet who gets published in serious places like
RHINO, Spillway, The MacGuffin, and Mobius. He certainly would never have work
in places like Light, Parody, FreezeRay, or Rainy Day, or any such purveyors of
tomfoolery. And he was definitely not nominated for a Pushcart Prize by this very
magazine for a parody of a Game of Thrones poem (almost certainly because of a
terrible pun he made in his last bio). That's the sort of thing that tarnishes careers
if news gets out. simonmermelstein.wordpress.com
Teresa Milbrodt has published a short story collection, Bearded Women: Stories
(ChiZine Publications); a novel, The Patron Saint of Unattractive People (Boxfire
Press); and a flash fiction collection, Larissa Takes Flight: Stories (Pressgang). She's
addicted to coffee, frozen yogurt, long walks with her mp3 player, and anything by
Sherman Alexie.
Alyssa Nedbal currently writes from Wisconsin, but a psychic assured her she'd
move soon. She would like to go somewhere with fewer days of winter, better
tasting vegetables, and enough land to adopt every rabbit in the world. Follow her
antics at www.alyssanedbal.blogspot.com
James B. Nicola is a Yale grad and stage director by profession. His book Playing
the Audience won a Choice Award. His children's musical, Chimes: A Christmas
Vaudeville, premiered in Fairbanks, Alaska with Santa Claus in attendance opening
night. As a poet, he has been nominated for the Pushcart twice, been nominated for
the Rhysling Award, won the Dana Literary Award, won a People's Choice Award
(from Storyteller), and was the featured poet at New Formalist. His second poetry
collection, Stage to Page: Poems from the Theater, is slated for publication in 2016.
Joseph Reich survives like a tree frog in the rain and loves the pretty voices they
make when it comes down. Joseph Reich is down and out 'cuz he's got a couple
good books out and doesn't think all the college professor jobs should just go to
phds. Joseph Reich thinks gertrude stein is both underrated and overrated.
Joseph Reich thinks the greatest american movies are the graduate, the last picture
show, paper moon, midnight cowboy, and maybe buffalo 66.
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Cliff Saunders has an MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Arizona.
His poems have appeared most recently in Hot Air Quarterly, Bluestem, Marco Polo
Quarterly, and Tattoo Highway.
Richard Schiffman is an environmental journalist, poet and author of two
biographies. His poems have been published in Southern Poetry Review, Alaska
Quarterly Review, New Ohio Review, The Christian Science Monitor, The New York Times,
and many other publications.
Karl Williams has published two books with leaders in the self-advocacy movement
(the civil rights work of people with intellectual disabilities). Songs from Williams'
six CDs have aired on NBC, Fox, cable, and German TV, as well as on SIRIUS
and on earth-bound radio stations around the world. www.karlwilliams.com
Sian Williams-Fowler is 34, from Kent, England, and currently working on her
first poetry collection.
With four children, 11 grandchildren, 1 great-grand, a 18-year-old Yorkie, and a
good husband competing for her focus, Sharon Wood Wortman faithfully
(mostly) attends her writing/critique group meetings, 29thstreetwriters.com
—
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